Shopping Centers
One Call One price- We feel it is important that we make our
services simple and our pricing simple and competitive at
the same time.
We work while you sleep - That’s right TMAC Pressure
Washing works at night so that your centers are bright,
beautiful, clean and ready for business the next day. All of
our rigs have on board lighting so there is no need to mess
with timers at your centers just for us!
We carry the best and most complete insurance coverage
available. No simple little "Million Dollar Liability" Like most
vendors, we are covered for any accident to person, damage
to property, adjacent structures not on property as well are
covered and our coverage are per project not limited to a
fixed amount. In addition we also carry a 2 million dollar
umbrella policy as well that covers over and above these
limits, so that you are worry free. No need to take a risk
with your business as well as ours. Also all of our vehicles
are insured up to one million dollars in liability as well.
Workers Comp is provided on all of or technicians. Why do
we do so much because your business, customers and
livelihood are just as important to us as our own.
We can handle the largest of projects in a short amount of
time and can do 10 or more centers in a week and we are
not limited to a small area, TMAC Pressure Washing can
handle your centers.

What we do for your Shopping Center
1- Wash all walkways and remove all gum and debris.
2- Wash and rinse under canopies.
3- Wash columns and rinse as well as clean all knee walls.
4- Wash any and all benches, trash receptacles and or
vending machines.
5- Wash any and all dumpsters and their pads while we are
there as well.
6- Wash and rinse all window sills

Your Image Is Our Business

